AUGMENTED REALITY
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

BY ANTONY WHITE

WHAT IS AUGMENTED REALITY?
Augmented Reality is the cross over of virtual
reality and the real world.
The idea is by combing a screen, graphics, audio
and other sense enhancements, the virtual world
can be super imposed to interact with the existing
environment in real time.
Development is still underway for this piece of
technology as the popular and practical use of it
has not been defined yet.
There is clearly a lot of potential for this technology,
however it could just fall into the realms of
gimmicks and pointless digital play.
It does seem that AR will have a big impact on the
way we view and learn from our environments.

Unlike virtual reality, which tends to replace
what you normally experience with virtual stuff,
we add to what you normally experience.

-STEVE FEINER
Profesor at Columbia University (leading pioneer of AR)

HOW AR WORKS
AR uses tracking to create digital projections to
interact with the enviornment. There are many
ways of using tracking, here I will discuss just a
couple of ways of doing so.
AR enables the user to view digitally created 3d
objects in the real world to then be able to rotate
360 degrees around the object. The way in which
this is achieved is by tracking. If a marker for
example is placed on a surface, this is the point of
reference to the visual aid, if the physical marker is
moved, the AR projection will change depending on
how the marker is moved.
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A way of using Augmented
Reality can be by having a
‘barcode’ (usually a bold
icon printed on paper)
that can either be static or
moving called a marker.
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A camera is used with a
visual input in the form
of monitor is used to view
the result.
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A typical way of doing this
is to put the symbol on
the ground and use a
mobile phone with camera
to view through. As the
user rotates around the
symbol, a 3D object will
appear on screen.
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AR TRACKING: MARKERS
Marker tracking has the main advantage of as long
as the marker is clearly visible to the input then
the output graphic will appear very solidly and its
position will be very precise.
A Marker is usually a black and white square with
a graphic in the center surrounded by a thick black
border.
Using makers means that the image needs to
be processed quickly becuse of this there is a
threshold of certainty. The simpler the pattern, the
more reliable the threshold.

The marker based tracking is very portable and
also means that the software can stay the same
and also there doesn’t need to be any changes
made to the physical environment.
The disadvantage is that the markers are needed
to use AR, whichmeans it has to be set up rather
than ‘point and shoot.’
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AR TRACKING: GPS/COMPASS
AR can be achieved by using GPS and a compass
through the use (at present) by th latest technology
smartphones.

The software in the phone has limited places of
interest stored within the phone, as if they were on
a map (stored with longitude and latitude
coordinates.)
The GPS and compass software can work out the
direction the user is facing.
The phone can then display information about the
stored places when theuser faces them.
The places out of the users peripheral can be
indicated by the phone in the form of arrows in the
directions of the places off screen.

The flaws to using GPS tracking is for starters
that GPS has +10 meter precision, and stability
is forever dependant on GPS-reception in the
particular area.
The major advantage this form of tracking has
is that it is marker-less which means it can be
applied withour any intervention in the real world.

THE HISTORY AND INFLUENCES OF AUGMENTED REALITY
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Many influences have come about to produce
Augmented Reality, but not directly.

2009: Wikitude Drive - AR Navigation
System launches on Oct. 28, 2009 for
the Android platform.
2009: AR Toolkit is ported to Adobe Flash
(FLARToolkit) by Saqoosha, bringing
augmented reality to the web browser.

From looking through the history of AR it is clear
that development from different sources pooled
together have come about the design of AR.

2008: Wikitude AR Travel Guide launches
on Oct. 20, 2008 with the G1 Android phone.

2000: Bruce H. Thomas develops ARQuake, the first outdoor
mobile AR game, and is demonstrated in the International
Symposium on Wearable Computers.

AR is a hybrid of Virtual Reality, which has been
around since the late 1950’s. A cinematographer
named Morton Heileg created a simulator called
Sensorama, where by visuals, sound, vibration and
smell were combined. This was the very beginning
of combing a virtual world with that of the real.

1999: Hirokazu Kato created ARToolKit at HITLab, where
AR later is further developed by other HITLab scientists
and it is demonstrated at SIGGRAPH that year.

1994: Julie Martin creates first Augmented Reality
Theater production,Dancing In Cyberspace funded
by Australian Federal Government, Australia Council
For The ArtsFeatures, powered by Silicon Graphic
Computer and Polhemus sensing system.

1992: Tom Caudell coins the phrase Augmented
Reality while at Boeing helping workers assemble
cables into aircraft.
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1989: Jaron Lanier coins the phrase Virtual
Reality and creates the first commercial
business around virtual worlds.

1975: Myron Krueger creates Videoplace that
allows users to interact with virtual objects
for the first time.

1966: Ivan Sutherland invents the
head-mounted display suggesting it
was a window into a virtual world.

1957-62: Morton Heilig, a cinematographer,
creates and patents a simulator called Sensorama
with visuals, sound, vibration, and smell.
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DEVELOPING AR APPLICATIONS
There are plenty of free tools that can be used to
develop AR applications and an extended list of
them can be found in Wikipedia.

WWW
DESKTOP
ARTOOLKIT
A cross-platform Library for thecreation of augmented
reality applications. Developed by Hirokazu Kato in 1999.
It is maintained as an opensource project hosted on
SourceForge and its newer versions since 2007 can be
bought from ARToolWorks.
ATOMIC AUTHORING TOOL

MOBILE
ARKIT

FLARTOOLKIT

Open-source Augmented Reality library for iPhone.

An ActionScript 3 port of ARToolKit for Flash 9 and
later

MIXARE
Open-source (GPLv3) Augmented Reality Engine for Android.
It works as a completely autonomous application and is available
as well for the development of own implimentations.
NYARTOOLKIT

A cross-platfom authoring tool software, which is a
front-end for the ARToolKit library.
Was developed for non programmers, to create small
and simple AR.

An ARToolKit class library released for virtual machines,
paarticularly those which host Java, C# and Adroid.

OSGART
A combination of ARTolKit and OpenSceneGraph.

A native port of ARToolKit to the Android platform.

SSTT
Core Marker-based tracking which markers are
coloured, without think black borders.

WEB

ANDAR

SLARTOOLKIT
A Silverlight port of NyARToolKit

WHAT IS AR USED FOR?
As Augmented Reality is still an emerging
technology its purpose has still not yet been
defined. It is in the present day and AR is starting
N
to emerge in all kinds of different
FEsectors from
E
D
entertainment to medical applications.
The most
prominent and visible source at the moment
are in the form of “Apps” available for mobile
technologies.
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Most industies are already
IN becoming aware of AR
and its capabilities. At present it seems that the
entertainment industry are making the most of
what they’ve got so far with interactive AR for film
campaigns such as District 9 and Avatar.
Concepts and early prototypes for medical
apps that educate the user to be able to do self
diagnosis are coming into the light. It just shows
how much potential and empowerment AR could
do for a user.
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AR IN FICTION
Works of fiction such as the sci-fi genre have
always had some strange and wonderful ideas. It
seems however that these technologies in the
land of film are now becoming a reality. We are
living in an era where the technologies of the
present can now build those of the future.

THE TERMINATOR

IRONMAN

I believe there is still a long journey ahead for
AR, technology in all sorts of ways is changing
rapidly. AR is a technology that has been usedin
many science fiction films such as The Matrix,
Terminator, Minority Report and Iron Man. It just
makes sense, integrating the digital with the real,
seamlessly. As well as making digital tasks more
efficient, it can also bring a new experience in
the digital era, a chance to truly create a virtual
experience in the real world.

MINORITY REPORT

THE MATRIX RELOADED

It just makes sense, integrating the digital
with the real, seamlessly. As well as making
digital tasks more efficient, it can also bring
a new experience in the digital era, a chance
to truly create a virtual experience in the
real world.

XBOX KINECT
The Xbox Kinect is a new control system for the
Xbox 360 which allows the user to become the
controller.
It is a form of AR that uses a camera in the real
world and uses the videoto manipulate graphics in
the digital world.

HOW KINECT WORKS
1

Invisible light source
illuminates subject

2

Sensor chip measures
distance light travels, to each
pixel within the chip

3

Unique embedded imaging
software uses “depth map”
to percieve & identify
objects in real time

4

End-user device reacts
appropriately

My viewpoint on this “new technology” is very
synical. I don’t believe it is really a new experience
at all, as motion capture technology has exsisted
for a long time, and also what was the point in the
Wii. It seems that this system is just a glorified
controller and most of a gimmick, it may be fun for
a while but come July at carboot sales I reckon
they’ll bea few up for grabs.

Saying all this, the Xbox Kinect seems like a ‘cool’
idea which may be a lot better than I think as I
haven’t had a go on one yet, but I still feel that it
won’t make games anymore fun then they actually
are.

THE BENEFITS OF AR
It seems that AR is a very logical step to the next
user interface as it starts to venture into an era
where a lot of bulky hardware can be replaced
with digital graphics.
There are many benefits that we can get from AR,
here are just a few...

INCREASE
CHOICE

By making a highly interactive
interface, the user is able to
manipulate and navigate around
in more ways than a standard
computer interface would let
you.

MORE
EFFICIENT

Making the interface highly
accessible and efficient means
that the user can navigate
in a way that suits them, as
fast or as slow as they want.

PLATFORM
CROSS OVER

Being able to link all platoforms
together such as mobile phones
and harddrives without messy
wires.

INTUITIVE

As the technology works by
the users movements, the
technology should be
fairly intuitive to use due to
not needed to learn how to
use a keyboard etc.

SEAMLESS
EXPERIENCE

On the same premise of being
a cross over in platforms the
user experience will make
working with a ‘computer’
a fairly straight forward task.

LESS
SPACE

Instead of using a cluncky
computer images can be
integrated into the view world
be it via a VR headset or
projections in your dedicated
area.

THE BENEFITS OF AR
AR will not take off until they mass produce a viewing
device, the future of computer interfaces
What mode will the AR take systematically, and how
will that evolve?
At present, we can take a 2D panel (phone, touchpad,
etc) hooked up to GPS, a camera and smart tracking,
and have it overlay data augmentatively.
This works well but there is so much more that can
be done. There is still a lot of experimentation and
play to do with AR in order to work out what suits it
best, hence all of the gimmickry.
Fast forward 15 - 25 (50 - 100..) years and we
should have advancements in ‘ocular displays,’
either embedded at the back of the retina (as seen
in current attempts to restore sight to certain
classes of the blind) or in-contact lenses, recently
demonstrated EM-powered small matix structures
that could emit light within a contact lense.
Hypotheticallycombining these technologies gives us
hyper embedded future which immerses the user in
a totally augmented experience.
From my research I have discovered the influences
of many factors such as virtual reality which was
the begining of AR, to fictional influences that have
the vision of future devices. As well at finding out
figureheads who predict that AR is expanding and
hasn’t really taken off yet, much development is still
to come.
As far as interactive digtial media is concerned, AR is
the empitamy of IDM.

Augmented reality is the ultimate interface to a computer
because our lives are becoming more mobile
We’re getting more and more away from a desktop, but the
information the computer possesses is applicable in the
physical world
-Tobias Höllerer
Associate professor of computer science, UC Santa Barbara

The smartphone is bringing AR into the masses right now.
In 2010 every blockbuster movie is going to have a mobile
AR campaign tied to it.

-Brain Selzer
Co-Founder Ogmento (AR game and products)

This is the time media, internet and digital information is
being combined with reality.
You know more, you find more, or you see something you
haven’t seen before. Some people say it might be even
bigger than the web
-Martin Lens-FitzGerald
Co-Founder Layar (creator of AR browser for Android)

This year we’re feeling a real urgency to work on augmented
reality because the hardware is finally catching up to our
needs.

-Rebecca Allen
Director of Nokia research center, Hollywood
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